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How To Use This Guide 

This guide describes the changes made in EFI Pace version 27.10. The first part of the guide describes the new 
feature and enhancement updates to the EFI Pace system, while the second part of the guide lists the defects 
repaired in version 27.10. 

Before you upgrade your EFI Pace system to version 27.10, read the descriptions of the changes made to all the 
modules that you plan to use. Also read about the minimum system requirements and review any changes with 
other system users, as applicable. If you have any questions about how the changes may affect you or about 
changes that you must make to your system before you upgrade your system, please contact your EFI Pace 
Support representative.  

Contact Information 

EFI Support 

US Phone: 800.624.5999 (option 3) 

US Fax: 904.564.9691 

US Email: Pace.Support@efi.com  

EU Email eu.missupport@efi.com 

UK Phone: 0.800.783.2737 (option 3) 

EU Phone (+) 49.2102.745.4500 (option 3) [+ is your international access code {011 in US}] 

Online 
Support Site 

https://customer.efi.com/support 

Regular US Service Desk hours are 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM Eastern Time, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. 
Outside of these hours, you may leave a voice mail message for an on-call support representative. 

Regular UK Service Desk hours are 08:30 to 17:30 GMT, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. Regular EU 
Service Desk hours are 08:30 to 17:30 CET, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. 

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of 
issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

US Phone: 800-624-5999 (option 6) 

US Fax: 651.365.5334 

E-Mail: ProServices@efi.com 

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software plus offer a range of training options. 

 

 

mailto:Pace.Support@efi.com
mailto:eu.missupport@efi.com
https://customer.efi.com/support
mailto:ProServices@efi.com
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Version 27.10 Enhancements 

This section summarizes the system enhancement updates in EFI Pace version 27.10 by module, including the 
corresponding issue number. Refer to the “Version 27.10 Fixed Defects” topic for detailed descriptions of all defects 
repaired in this version of EFI Pace. 

EFI Pace 

 27.10-1 
The system now includes a new Country Group Maintenance option in the EFI Pace main menu (under System 
Setup, General, Locale Settings) which enables you to group multiple countries (such as those belonging to the 
European union or in NAFTA) for reporting purposes, invoices, or calculation of duties. [PACE-13993]  
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User Interface 

 27.10-370 
EFI Pace now displays a new login screen that is aligned to the EFI corporate design. [PACE-12193] 

 

 27.10-100 
All XPath fields in the system now include the Expression Builder button, and the Expression Builder Evaluate 
feature now supports quick search so you can easily identify the object instance against which you want to 
evaluate. [PACE-12546] 

 27.10-1 
When you create a new contact, you can now indicate whether the system automatically updates the contact 
details with the corresponding Customer or Vendor information. Additionally, when you add a new contact from 
an invoice, the system automatically selects the appropriate Customer record. [PACE-17744] 
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Accounts Payable 

 27.10-1 
You can now assign a manufacturing location to vendor bills from the Bill Add and Bill Detail pages. 
[PACE-13106] 

Admin Console 
 27.10-1 
The Live Update process refreshes the sample database for standalone/all-in-one servers only 
(PACESERVERTYPE=allInOne in appliance.properties). In addition, the refresh schema script (refresh-sample-
schema.sh) displays a warning that it is already running and does not allow concurrent executions of the script.  
[PACE-21726] 

API 
 27.10-1 
A new API method is now available in the InvokeAction Web Service that validates a combo job cost allocation. 
When calling the method ComboJobPercentagesDistributed(Job), the system passes a job to validate. Invalid 
combo jobs display the new SOAP fault error message, "Combo job records do not equal 100%, this will prevent 
job costs from posting. Total:." [PACE-17661]  

Estimating 
 27.10-385 
When you duplicate an estimate, you can now select a different customer. [PACE-7700] 

 

 27.10-311 
You can now select a contact on the Estimate Quick Entry Add page, and for Metrix jobs, the system defaults the 
prepress and finishing workflows for the text section from the cover section so you can add a new estimate 
without leaving the Estimate Quick Entry Add page. [PACE-16069] 
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 27.10-1 
The Estimate Setup Detail page now includes the new Display Binder Cycles field, which controls the quantity 
that appears on finishing operations for binder machines. When you check the box in this field, the system 
displays the number of cycles on the binder (Quantity Ordered * Number of Passes/Number Up). The system 
interprets a forced quantity on the finishing operation as the number of desired cycles, and ignores the number 
up and number of passes on the operation in the time calculations. 

If you uncheck the box in this field, the system displays the quantity on the finishing operation as the quantity 
ordered.  The system interprets a forced quantity on the finishing operation as the number of finished pieces 
desired, and multiplies the value by the number of passes and divides it by the number up you enter on the 
finishing operation. 

The system produces slightly different results when it calculates existing estimates with a forced quantity on 
them, as the system now adds the subsequent operation's spoilage amount into the quantity to bind. 
[PACE-17639] 

 

 27.10-1 
You can now enter up to 255 alphanumeric characters in a finishing operation note. [PACE-17543] 

 27.10-1 
The field that controls whether the system derives inventory item pricing from the Sell Price, Average Cost, or 
Replacement Cost now includes Vendor Cost. The Vendor Cost option looks up the inventory unit price for the 
Estimate using a vendor code, the quantity, and a unit of measure.  

For the estimate paper, the system uses the vendor from the "Vendor" field on the Estimate Paper Detail page 
(NOT the from the paper vendor); the system uses the amount required for the quantity, and the UOM from the 
Estimate Paper Detail page. 

For finishing materials you select on the estimate finishing operation, the system uses the new Material Vendor 
field with the material quantity and default UOM on the inventory item to determine the pricing.  

For finishing options, the new setup field on the Finishing Operation Material Add and Detail pages indicate 
whether to prompt the vendor and the default vendor for the estimate option. The system uses the vendor you 
select in the Options section of the Estimate Finishing Operation record along with the calculated quantity (from 
the Finishing Operation Material calculation setting) and the UOM on the Inventory Item record to look up the 
price for the inventory item. For each of these inventory items, the system transfers the material vendor over to 
the job material vendor when you convert the estimate to a job. [PACE-11462] 

 

 27.10-1 
The system now calculates flood coating and varnish passes, even when a side does not print. [PACE-156] 
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 27.10-1 
The Estimate Setup Detail page now includes the new Auto Add Postpress Cutting field, which the system 
enables by default. When you check the box in this field, the system adds a postpress cutting operation to the 
estimate if the finishing workflow of the estimate part includes a cutting operation, and the part does not use a 
wide format roll press.  When you uncheck the box in this field, you can delete the postpress cutting operation 
from the estimate part without the system adding a cutting operation back to the estimate (unless you change the 
finishing workflow to a different one that includes a postpress cutting operation.) Please note that this feature 
does NOT impact prepress cutting logic. [PACE-14258] 

 

 27.10-1 
On the Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt), you can now configure the Price and Tax Detail sections to 
print/not print the Each Of and Num Sigs. On Estimate Quote Letters, "Each Of" and "Num Sigs" phrase can now 
display all quantities or none at all. Instead of the system displaying the "Each Of + numSigs" phrase for only the 
first quantity on Price & Tax Detail lines, you can now choose to display this for all quantities or "Do Not Print" 
(with "All Quantities" being the default value) within the Quote Letter Type Text options for Price & Tax Detail 
lines. [PACE-12446]  
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 27.10-1 

The Estimate Setup Detail page now includes two settings that enable you to determine whether to include tax or 
discount amounts in the contribution analysis grand total. You must check the boxes in the new fields, Include 
Discount in Contribution Analysis, and Include Sales Tax in Contribution Analysis to include those 
amounts in the grand total. Additionally the Contribution Analysis page now includes a grid that breaks down the 
categories.  [PACE-7957] 

 27.10-1 

You can now enter 50 characters instead of 25 in the Unit Label field on the following records: 

 Finishing Operation  

 Finishing Operation Material record 

 Estimate Activity 

 Estimate Finishing Operation 

 Estimate Prepress Operation 

 Plate 

 Prepress Item 

 Estimate Paper 

 Job Part Finishing Operation 

 Job Part Prepress Operation 

Additionally, you can enter 50 characters in the Make Ready Unit Label field on the Press record and in the Per 
Square Unit Label field on the Quote Letter Type record. [PACE-18011] 

Fixed Assets 

 27.10-385 
The system now displays the Fixed Assets fields in the Bill Line only if your system is licensed to use the Fixed 
Assets module. When the module is licensed, the system now displays the Fixed Assets fields as the first fields 
on the Bill Line, and automatically populates the GL account based on the default acquisition cost account. 
[PACE-12115]  

Inventory 

 27.10-206 
You can now configure inventory lines to post automatically if your system does not use the Inventory to GL 
integration. If the box in the Integrate GL field on the Inventory Setup Detail page is unchecked, you can set one 
of the following inventory item type posting methods:  

 Immediate Post 

 Scheduled Post 

 Manual Post 
If you set an inventory line to Immediate posting and the line auto-creates a batch, the system attempts to auto-
approve the batch and auto-post the inventory line.  

If you create an inventory line for items with a Scheduled posting method, the system adds the lines to the batch, 
and any approved batch(es) post when the scheduled task for inventory posting is run.  

Inventory lines you create for items with a Manual posting method do not auto-post, and the scheduled inventory 
posting task does not post a batch (even if approved) if it contains a 'Manual' inventory item. However, the 
system uses this posting method for items under close scrutiny for which only manual/intentional posting is 
allowed. 
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You can now control the setting for when to validate an inventory transaction for whether it makes the quantity on 
hand go negative by the Inventory Item Type. The system uses the default setting on the Inventory Setup Detail 
page for any new inventory item types, but the setting on the Inventory Item Type record dictates whether to 
verify the quantity of the inventory lines when added for each transaction or upon posting.  [PACE-13836] 

 

 27.10-1 
The system now includes two fields that were previously on the Quote Setup Detail and Estimate Setup Detail 
pages. The Inventory Item record now displays the "Inventory Price Method" from each of those pages as PLQ 
Inventory Price Method and Estimate Inventory Price Method, respectively.  This enables each inventory 
item to independently control the pricing method used for the inventory item on price list quotes and estimates. 
[PACE-11462] 

Job Billing 

 27.10-661 
The system no longer uses job contacts that are also Ship To contacts as Bill To contacts. [PACE-20765] 

 27.10-225 
Taxable invoices with a tax rate of 0% include the $0.00 tax amount on the Invoice report (invoice.rpt). 
[PACE-13105]  
 27.10-1 
You can now enter a unique ID for credit/debit memos, and Accounts Receivable forms now display the correct 
amount when you apply a credit/debit memo. [PACE-12877] 

Job Control Center 

 27.10-1 
Job Material records now display the ordered quantity, and the system correctly adjusts this value when you 
cancel or delete a purchase order or PO line. Additionally, the Reviewed for PO field now appears on the Job 
Material Detail page, and controls whether the job material appears on the Auto Create PO page. [PACE-14063] 
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 27.10-1 
You can now associate a job part with multiple combo jobs. As part of this feature enhancement, the Combined 
Into Job field on the Job Part Detail page now includes the value of Multiple if more than one combo job shares 
the part, so you must adjust your reports and queries accordingly. In addition, the Job and Job Part records now 
display a new Combo Jobs context menu option.  [PACE-2925] 

 

 

Job Costing 
 27.10-322 
The Time Analysis report (jobcost-time-analysis.rpt) now includes more space between columns for numerical 
values and an additional value for the percentage of billable time. [PACE-12474] 
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 27.10-1 

You can now configure the system to determine a combo job cost distribution based on the corresponding 
activity code. If you enable this feature for a particular activity code, the system overrides the default settings on 
the Job Cost Setup Detail page with the activity code setting when splitting a job cost. To use this new feature, 
configure the new Combo Job Percentage Calculation Type field for each Activity Code record, as desired. If 
you choose to use a custom Xpath expression for the combo job percentage calculation type, be sure to specify 
the Xpath formula in the Combo Job Percentage Calculation Xpath field on the Activity Code Detail page. 
[PACE-10898] 

 

 27.10-1 
EFI Pace now supports both immediate and/or scheduled posting of job costs. Immediate posting indicates the 
transactions post as soon as the transaction is completed. Scheduled posting indicates the Job Cost records are 
posted based on user-configured frequency.  

To enable immediate or scheduled job cost posting, navigate to Administration, System Setup, Job Costing, Job 
Cost Settings, then click on the Posting Method tab and select the desired posting method for each transaction 
type (source of the transaction). 

If you set any posting method to Scheduled, you should review the frequency of the scheduled task and which 
records to post by navigating to Administration, System Configuration, Events & Notifications, Scheduled Tasks 
and search for the name, "Job Cost Posting," then edit the frequency and/or records to post as desired. 

Please note that posting job cost records immediately is not available when the General Ledger module is 
configured to interface with the Job Costing module. In this case, consider using the Job Cost Scheduled Posting 
feature. 

WARNING: Any un-posted job Cost transactions already entered into the system prior to enabling the Job Cost 
Transaction Type Posting Method must be posted manually. [PACE-10899] 

Job Shipments 

 27.10-174 
You can now include a comma in the ID field, as needed. [PACE-13717] 

PaceConnect-Auto-Count 

 27.10-1 
The PlantManager Setup and Update Web Service PaceConnect records now include the "Send Event 
Messages in Sequence" field, which ensures that the system sends messages to PlantManager in the correct 
order for each job. [PACE-20300] 
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 27.10-1 
The results for the PlantManager Import Web Service PaceConnect record now includes additional details, such 
as Autocount ID, Employee ID, and Job ID, for troubleshooting purposes. [PACE-17829] 
 27.10-1 
The system now includes a more robust way of handling the outgoing and incoming messages through the 
persistent queue process. [PACE-13657] 
 27.10-1 
The Employee Time record in the Data Collection module now includes the new Pending Signout field, which 
indicates whether the employee signed out of Auto-Count but still has open job cost transactions that the 
production manager must review. [PACE-17680] 

 

 27.10-1 
EFI Pace now populates the Employee Time field on the Inventory Line Detail page with the corresponding 
Auto-Count information when PlantManager processes inventory transactions. [PACE-13270] 

PaceConnect-Digital StoreFront 

 27.10-190 
EFI Pace can now receive orders with a "zero payment" payment method from DSF. Refer to the "Review or 
modify DSF job information in EFI Pace" topic in the EFI Pace Online Help system for more information. 
[PACE-13967] 

PaceConnect-Fiery 

 27.10-528 
The system now uses the device ID from the cost center associated with the scheduled activity on the Job Plan 
instead of the device ID from the Job Part Press Form record. [PACE-13743] 

PaceConnect-Metrix 

 27.10-239 
The system now includes a new Jog Trim field on the Fold Pattern, Estimate Part, and Job Part Detail pages. 
The system populates the value in the Jog Trim field on an estimate from the fold pattern in the same manner as 
other bleeds, trims, etc. The system does not use this value in estimating calculations directly, but sends the 
value from an estimate (or job) to Metrix for determining Metrix layouts. For bound products, the jog trim value 
sent to Metrix is the largest of the jog trim values set for the parts within the product. [PACE-13865] 

Price List Quoting 

 27.10-1 
When you select an inventory item on the Quote Product record and/or the Quote Item record, you can now 
choose a material vendor. The system uses this vendor to look up the pricing when the you set the PLQ 
Inventory Price Method to Vendor Cost and the system transfers the vendor codes to the Vendor field on the 
Job Material Detail page when you convert the quote to a job. [PACE-11462] 

 27.10-1 
You can now indicate whether a content file you add to a price list quote is a production file.  [PACE-17767] 
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Reporting 

 27.10-1 
You can now override the default report font for a single EFI Pace report or across the system. [PACE-13911]  

Documentation 

The Online Help system is now available in the following languages when you set your browser locale 
accordingly: 

- German (DE)  

- Spanish (ES-MX)  

Additionally, the Online Help system includes updates to the following guides: 
- Accounts Payable Usage 

- Auto-Count Setup 

- Auto-Count Usage 

- Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Usage 

- Custom Report Writer Setup 

- EFI Pace Scheduler Usage 

- Estimating Setup 

- Estimating Usage 

- International Support Features 

- Introduction To EFI Pace 

- JDF/JMF Setup 

- JDF/JMF Usage 

- Job Control Center Setup 

- Job Control Center Usage 

- Job Costing Setup 

- Other System Administration 

- Price List Quoting Usage 

- XPath Reference Guide 
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Version 27.10 Fixed Defects 

This section summarizes the defects fixed in EFI Pace version 27.10 by module, including the corresponding issue 
number and fix version. Refer to the “Version 27.10 Enhancements” topic for detailed descriptions of all enhancement 
updates in this version of EFI Pace. 
  

Framework 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-12515 When you add a new purchasing UOM to an inventory item, the system 
displays a warning message if you did not populate the purchasing 
UOM or unit quantity. 

27.10-68 

PACE-13658 When you send emails from within EFI Pace, the system correctly 
creates any attachments and includes the correct characters, such as 
an umlaut (ä). 

27.10-1 

PACE-20227 The system no longer displays an error when you insert the Current 
WIP Balance on the Activity Code via API. 

27.10-1 

 

User Interface 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13653 The Notification pop-up page now displays the Read column. 27.10-55 

PACE-13365 When you enter data for an estimate outside purchase, the system 
copies the information to all quantities to the right if the estimator is not 
set to use the Manual Cross Tab Copy feature and you did not force the 
field. 

27.10-1 

 

Accounts Payable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-20451 The Accounts Payable Post Importer PaceConnect record now 
provides only a warning message if the Date Due on the Bill record is 
earlier than today's date, and successfully processes the bill. 

27.10-641 

PACE-11397 The system now correctly changes the PO status to "Reconciled," as 
applicable. 

27.10-193 

PACE-12855, 
PACE-13529 

When you post AP bills, the system now displays the correct number of 
batches posted. 

27.10-30 

PACE-17270 When you modify the Exclusive Amount on a bill line, the system now 
updates the Tax and Amount accordingly. 

27.10-1 

 

Accounts Receivable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22250 You can now you email the open, "Paid and All" invoice to the customer 
without error. 

27.10-691 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21494 The system now calculates sales distribution correctly when you check 
the box in the Bill Parts Together field. 

27.10-667 

PACE-18606 The Authorize.net PaceConnect now creates payments with the proper 
authorization message (successful/declined), authorization code, and 
transaction ID within the PNREF field on the payment. 

27.10-504 

PACE-13453 When you generate the Sales Journal report (sales-journal.rpt) in i-Net 
Crystal Clear, the system no longer displays a "function 
pg_catalog.date_part(unknown, unknown) is not unique" error. 

27.10-115 

PACE-12508 The system now displays the correct batch information when you move 
AR payments to a different batch. 

27.10-60 

PACE-17792 The system now calculates discounts for customer payments based on 
revenue lines (labeled "Sales Distribution" on the receivable) that 
reference sales categories with the Include in Discount field enabled. 

27.10-1 

 

Admin Console 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19019 When you click [Run all steps] on the Admin Console Live Update 
page, the system now runs all the steps without any manual 
intervention. 

27.10-519 

PACE-13852 You can now backup/restore your system using a blank WINDIR value 
(root of share). You can also use a blank user name and password 
when you save to a network attached storage (NAS) that does not 
require a user name or password. 

27.10-120 

PACE-13699 The system now correctly updates the samba config file (smb.conf) 
when you change the SMBCONFIG value and apply configurations. 

27.10-74 

 

CRM 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13955 The Outlook plug-in now correctly populates Opportunity records with 
the default values. 

27.10-328 

PACE-13941 When you run the Activity report (crm-weekly-activity.rpt), the system 
now displays open activities if you select the parameter to display only 
open items. 

27.10-146 

PACE-13942 When you run the Past Due Items report (crm-past-due-items.rpt), the 
report now correctly groups opportunities within the assigned 
salesperson. 

27.10-146 

PACE-16241 For version EFI Pace version 27.05 and higher, the CRM-Outlook plug-
in supports only Microsoft Outlook 2010 and higher on Windows 
operating systems. Please note that the CRM-Outlook plug-in for 
Microsoft Outlook 2003 functions only with EFI Pace version 27.04 and 
below. 

27.10-1 
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Customization Toolkit 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19789 You can now post to inventory via API. 27.10-264 

PACE-11527 The system no longer displays an error message when you update a 
User Defined Field in the API. 

27.10-195 

PACE-13065 Attachments generated via event handlers now properly adhere to 
report size settings. 

27.10-86 

PACE-12910 The Job Detail and Job Part Detail pages now load faster than previous 
load times, and general optimizations increase the speed of all pages. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13400 When an event is activated on one server in a clustered environment, 
all servers now respond to the activate request. 

27.10-1 

 

DATEV 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18478 The system now automatically creates a third-party export when you set 
the Consolidate Invoices field to None. 

27.10-1 

 

Data Collection 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19266 You can now pull materials, even when the activity code is set to 
something other than "Elapsed Time." 

27.10-584 

PACE-7293 The Part field on the Add Activity page no longer displays a blank row. 27.10-70 

PACE-11874 The system now displays a positive quantity for non-tracking inventory 
items in the Materials Pulled field on the Daily Time Sheet report 
(datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt). 

27.10-33 

PACE-17768 The system no longer displays duplicate activity codes in the drop-down 
list. 

27.10-1 

 

EFI Pace Mobile 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-20661 When you enter a charge job transaction using Material ID as a lookup 
field, the system now properly populates the inventory information 
(inventory item, qty, etc). 

27.10-658 
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EFI Pace Scheduler 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21540 The system now reschedules jobs and releases the schedule to EFI 
Pace without error. 

27.10-666 

PACE-19424 The system now updates EFI Pace Scheduler if you change the activity 
code in EFI Pace. 

27.10-608 

PACE-18250 The system now supports Polish text when change your browser's 
language locale to Polish. 

27.10-423 

PACE-18251 EFI Pace Scheduler now supports Spanish when you set the language 
to Spanish for Mexico (ES-MX). 

27.10-423 

PACE-9155 When you launch the Job Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) from EFI Pace 
Scheduler, the system now refreshes the Job Jacket with the modified 
pace data. 

27.10-132 

PACE-17509 The system now includes a reduced number of database connections 
to improve overall system performance.   

27.10-1 

 

Estimating 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21504 The system now returns the correct run size dimensions when creating 
a candidate for the max press size for presses that are duplicators (size 
width < size length) if you check the box in the "Use Press Max Size As 
Buy Candidate" field. 

27.10-681 

PACE-20340 The system no longer calculates an extra pass for coating if you print 
and coat on only one side of the sheet. 

27.10-648 

PACE-20454 You can now enter an inventory item with a vendor line item but no 
vendor without error on the Estimate Paper Detail page. 

27.10-645 

PACE-20382 You can now reconvert an estimate to a job with shipments without 
error. 

27.10-632 

PACE-19106 You can now convert an estimate to a combo job without error. 27.10-612 

PACE-19397 The system now sends a delete call for deleted job plans. 27.10-602 

PACE-16930 The Metrix Edit window in the Metrix interface now closes when 
imposition changes are committed. 

27.10-472 

PACE-18309 When you gang estimate parts using Metrix calculations, the system 
displays the same layout on those estimate parts. 

27.10-442 

PACE-14081 When you convert a multiweb estimate to a job, the system now creates 
job plans only for the job part press form that corresponds to the 
primary web. 

27.10-318 

PACE-17615 You can now successfully duplicate a Metrix-enabled estimating press. 27.10-275 

PACE-17463 When you convert an estimate that includes estimate materials to a job 
the system now correctly populates the job part materials from the 
estimate. 

27.10-263 

PACE-12071 When you add a finishing operation that includes options, the system 
now displays the options available for selection. 

27.10-242 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-6335 When you force the number up on an estimate using a wide format roll 
press, you must also force the run size. 

27.10-239 

PACE-17415 The system no longer adds unexpected characters to the ink fields 
when you edit the values on the Estimate Add page. 

27.10-232 

PACE-13107 The system now uses the sequencing in the navigation drop-downs and 
on the navigation pane for products and parts. 

27.10-224 

PACE-14017 When you convert to a job an estimate with multiple parts on a single 
Metrix layout, the system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence 
error. 

27.10-219 

PACE-12504 The press event description on the Estimate Summary report (estimate-
summary.rpt) now matches the press event description from the 
estimate part press event. 

27.10-204 

PACE-13519 When you force the quantity of a finishing operation, the system 
now includes the number up of the finishing operation when it 
calculates the hours. (Previously, the system required that you 
factor the number up into the forced quantity for the desired 
results.) 

Please note that estimate results will change upon upgrade. Any 
finishing operation with a forced quantity and a number up greater 
than 1 will have a reduced number of hours in the results. 

27.10-183 

PACE-13760 You can now enter an estimate request for a job product type that 
specifies inks as 0/0/0 without error. 

27.10-122 

PACE-12723 When you click [Recalculate & Print] on the Estimate Detail page, the 
system now enables you to print the estimate. 

27.10-101 

PACE-12024 When you edit the buy size on an estimate, the system no longer 
displays a server callback error message. 

27.10-86 

PACE-12933 When you enter a new estimate, you can now configure the 
"Salesperson" field permissions to be Write or Read Only, as desired. 

27.10-61 

PACE-13466 When you convert an estimate to a job, the system no longer displays 
an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message if an estimate press 
includes an odd press. 

27.10-54 

PACE-4772 When you calculate an estimate for a customer with discount terms, the 
system now correctly calculates the payment discount amount. 

27.10-50 

PACE-13578 When you duplicate or convert an estimate to a job, the system no 
longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message if the 
estimate includes an attachment that is missing from the system vault. 

27.10-28 

PACE-12615 You can now convert an estimate from part 1 without error, even if the 
subsequent parts include different quantities. 

27.10-19 

PACE-12114 The Finishing tab on the Estimate Detail page and Job Part Detail page 
now displays all 25 characters in the Unit Label field for an estimating 
finishing operation. 

27.10-15 

PACE-13349 When you add a new press type, you now must now choose an enum 
press type from the Pick list. 

27.10-11 

PACE-18480 The system no longer calculates an extra pass for coating if you print 
and coat on only one side of the sheet. 

27.10-1 

PACE-18289 The finishing attribute lists now include the material vendor so that you 
can control the display from the Finishing Operation Detail page. 

27.10-1 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17791 When you use outside purchase templates on an estimate, the system 
now uses the currency on the template rather than the vendor currency. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13619 You can now delete coating sides from the Settings tab on the Job 
Product Type Detail page without EFI Pace re-entering them. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13841 When you add a finishing operation to an estimate, the system now 
correctly sets any default materials associated with the operation. 

27.10-1 

PACE-17613 When you duplicate an estimate and changing the page count on the 
Product tab for a composite product estimate, the now system correctly 
retains the previously used quantities. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13937 The system now correctly displays the fields on estimate finishing 
operations when you use multiple quantities. 

27.10-1 

PACE-17521 The system now correctly calculates the estimate price summary price 
per additional each. 

27.10-1 

PACE-17016 When you change the ink values on the Estimate Summary page, EFI 
Pace no longer updates the coverage settings on the estimate part if 
the system is not set up to default the ink coverage. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13703 You can now use the manual cross tab copy function on the Buyout 
Description field on the estimate. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13710 The [Add/Refresh] button now appears on the Estimate Detail Buyout 
page. When you add a new buyout, you can click [Add/Refresh] to 
close the page and add the buyout to the Estimate Quantity Detail 
page. 

27.10-1 

PACE-15704 The system now enables the Customer Viewable feature on shipping 
operations based on the operation setup. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13689 When you duplicate an estimate part that includes a buyout, the system 
now correctly duplicates the buyout information on the new part. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13100 When you add an estimate, the system now displays the fax extension 
you enter for any contact you add. 

27.10-1 

PACE-14008 When you duplicate an estimate product that includes parts created 
from a composite product, the system creates the new estimate parts 
with the From Composite feature enabled. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13933 When you create an estimate from the Product Preview Entry page, the 
system now sets the manufacturing location based on the associated 
customer (if applicable). 

27.10-1 

PACE-13820 When you create an estimate from the Product Preview Entry page, the 
system now displays a warning message if the estimate description 
contains more than 50 characters. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13873 When you convert an estimate to a job that includes an estimate 
material, the system no longer creates a duplicate of the estimate. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13766 When you edit an estimate product, the system no longer deletes any 
estimate parts duplicated from a composite product. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13705 When you change the quote letter type used on a quote letter, the 
system no longer displays an error. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13692 When you add a manual estimate part on the Product Preview Entry 
page, the system now correctly populates the component type from the 
job product type you use. 

27.10-1 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13518 When you add a finishing operation to an estimate part outside of a 
finishing workflow and the box in the Customer Viewable field is 
checked for the finishing operation, the system also enables the field on 
the resulting estimate finishing operation. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13549 The system no longer defaults the ink coverage on an estimate based 
on the ink count if you configure the estimate setup to ignore this 
functionality. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13597 When you convert an estimate to a job, if the estimate contains a Ship 
To and/or Bill To contact, the system now populates the Ship To/Bill To 
information on the resulting job and no longer drops the original contact 
information when you create the shipment. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13821 You can now change the sequence of estimate products to determine 
the order of products on a quote letter. 

27.10-1 

PACE-18303 The system now correctly applies markups when you create an 
estimate from a copied job. 

27.10-1 

 

FreightLink 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-11401 The system can now receive fractional weights from the FreightLink 
shipping software and processes them to the shipment without errors. 

27.10-367 

 

General Ledger 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18367 The General Ledger Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer 
duplicates unposted journal entries on the report. 

27.10-671 

PACE-14014 The General Ledger Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer 
truncates dates. 

27.10-147 

PACE-12418 The system now reflects the correct Current Period Balance for the GL 
account (per the Trial Balance). 

27.10-139 

PACE-12890 When you create a journal entry, you can now tab to the Department 
field in the grid. 

27.10-21 

PACE-12500 The system no longer posts template GL batches. 27.10-15 

 

Hardware 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17248 The system no longer displays a "Debian Scan" error message. 27.10-493 

PACE-13607 EFI Pace disables SSL3 to mitigate against the POODLE vulnerability 
CVE-2014-3566. 

27.10-148 

PACE-13887 EFI Pace now includes the libc6 patch 2.13-38+deb7u8. 27.10-97 
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Inventory 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21588 You can now change the purchasing UOM for the unit quantity on an 
inventory item without error. 

27.10-698 

PACE-20768 The system now properly posts inventory batches, even if you post an 
inventory line item for a zero receipt. 

27.10-677 

PACE-19163 The system now places a failed inventory item line in an unapproved 
batch. 

27.10-557 

PACE-12662 EFI Pace now loads and displays large content batches without 
crashing. 

27.10-334 

PACE-13938 The system no longer adds an inventory transaction to any inventory 
batch that is in the posting process. 

27.10-1 

 

Item Templates 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18194 With W2P integrations, EFI Pace creates adhoc (EFI Pace PrintServices) 
W2P jobs through the same logical sequence as it does in quote conversion 
or job creation using item templates. For example, when processing DSF 
jobs using the PrintServices object, the system sequences the order 
creation as follows: 

1. Process PrintServices (determine media, etc..) 

2. Process Pagination Data (create JPPF) 

3. Process Job Part Item Templates (linked to PrintService>QuoteItemType) 

4. Process Refresh Plan (create job plans) 

This ensures all base objects are created before executing the job part item 
templates. Thus, all appropriate object linking enables further automated 
end-to-end workflow integrations (i.e. Fiery Central and/or Fiery XF). 

27.10-451 

 

Job Billing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22301 The system now calculates the sales tax on invoices properly, including 
freight for any invoice originally calculated by TDS but then manually 
edited. 

27.10-704 

PACE-22267 The system now populates the sales tax when you select Job 
shipment Zip in the Tax Rate From Location field of a "No Shipment" 
job. 

27.10-696 

PACE-20544 You can now reverse an invoice with no tax distributions without error. 27.10-649 

PACE-20343 The system now correctly displays the tax line distribution for freight. 27.10-631 

PACE-20298 You can now reverse an invoice with no tax distributions without error. 27.10-628 

PACE-11962 The system now processes the invoice with past, present and future 
shipment dates (GL account period). 

27.10-104 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18145 If using the zip code of the job shipment to determine sales tax and 
there are no shipments eligible for this determination, EFI Pace now 
displays a message when you update the invoice. Likewise, if you 
change a sales category, the system displays a message sets the sales 
tax distribution to "manual" for manual editing. 

27.10-1 

PACE-18100 When you change the sales category on an existing invoice, EFI Pace 
now displays a message and changes the Tax Distribution field value 
to "Manual," so you can modify it. (You can also alter the sales category 
on the Job Part Detail page and regenerate the invoice.) 

27.10-1 

PACE-17849 You can now change sales categories without error. 27.10-1 

PACE-17711 If you set the job type billing option for Tax Rate From Location to "Job 
Shipment Zip," the system no longer displays an error. 

27.10-1 

PACE-17569 The system now correctly carries the quoted price from estimating 
through to the job and then to the invoice when you use the Multi-
Currency enhancement. 

27.10-1 

 

Job Control Center 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18482 The correct Invoice Transaction Add page now appears when you click 
the [Create Invoice] button on the Job Detail page. 

27.10-654 

PACE-20509 If the EFI Pace database includes multiple companies, the system now 
directs you to the correct company when you select a job part finishing 
operation. 

27.10-654 

PACE-12476 The Pick Ticket report (jobcontrol-pick-ticket.rpt) now displays the state 
description for the Ship To address. 

27.10-279 

PACE-13352 If you create an estimate from a job and the finishing workflow is not 
populated, the system displays the correct message that the job is not 
ready to convert to an estimate because the Bindery Method field is 
required. 

27.10-256 

PACE-12150 The system no longer displays an error when you link an item template 
to a price list quote if a Quote Note record is linked to the quote 
product. 

27.10-255 

PACE-13330 The system no longer displays an error message when you create a 
combo job using the "Gang Jobs" menu option. 

27.10-200 

PACE-12811 When you view job materials, the Purchase Order tab now displays the 
Purchase Order context option next to the PO Number so you can 
perform the various context-related actions (such as printing the PO 
directly from the Job Material page) without navigating to the PO Detail 
page. 

27.10-10 

 

Job Costing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-2811 EFI Pace now adds negative payroll costs on negative job cost 
transactions when you enable the "Create Actual Costs" feature and 
reconvert an estimate to the same job with cost corrections. 

27.10-430 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13583 Reports you send to customers via email attachments now maintain the 
correct date format based on the country (locale) setting. 

27.10-139 

PACE-12901 The Relieve WIP Process page now displays only jobs with posted job 
costs. 

27.10-79 

PACE-13688 EFI Pace now correctly auto-posts job costs without duplicating entries 
for the Auto-Count Integration. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13156 The system no longer crashes when you post multiple job cost records 
if EFI Pace includes multiple database connections 

27.10-1 

 

Job History 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-12197 When you run the Profit Analysis report (jobarchives-profit-analysis.rpt) 
by job type, the system now correctly sorts the report by job type. 

27.10-260 

 

Job Shipments 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13608 The system now displays all materials associated with the job when you 
drag and drop the material icon onto a carton from the Items to Ship 
navigator. The Load More icon in the Items to Ship navigator now 
properly loads the total remaining items (such as job parts, job 
materials, etc.). Please note that to drag all items into a carton, you 
must first click the link. 

27.10-274 

PACE-12797 The system no longer displays an error when you add shipments if the 
carton object includes a user-defined field with the attribute type set to 
"Sequence." 

27.10-4 

PACE-13791 When you add notes to a job shipment, the system correctly saves any 
line breaks included in the data. 

27.10-1 

 

Multiple Companies 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22320 You can now set a User Defined Field to "Syncable" so that the item is 
synced with the plant/subscriber. 

27.10-705 

PACE-20500 The Data Migration Synchronization Importer PaceConnect record no 
longer "sleeps" while holding the JettyThread executed from an event 
handler. 

27.10-651 

 

Multi-Object Importer 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-12453 You can now update a contact's DSF password through the Multi-
Object Import module without error. 

27.10-188 
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PaceConnect 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-20442 The Data Objects Importer PaceConnect now updates an item with an 
aggregate primary key, such as a Job Part object without error. 

27.10-642 

PACE-19143 The system now properly executes the Fidelity Xinnovation Job 
Importer PaceConnect record and processes jobs with attachments. 

27.10-621 

PACE-13335 The PlantManager PaceConnect record now performs as expected, 
without error. 

27.10-256 

PACE-13228 The system now correctly displays umlauts (e.g., ÜÖÄüöäß) when 
imported from a DATEV file. 

27.10-129 

PACE-12559 The system now stores PaceConnect results in the database instead of 
the file system vault. 

27.10-1 

 

PaceConnect-Auto-Count 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21808 EFI Pace now updates the job admin and production statuses with the 
status you set on the activity code, if the job costs created from the 
Auto-Count system include activity codes with a value in the Change 
Job Status To field. 

27.10-675 

PACE-13904 The system now creates job cost records in the job part for Auto-Count 
machine transactions that do not have a valid job plan ID. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13494 EFI Pace now sends the job promise date and job plan priority to 
PlantManager to make locating and sorting runs in Auto-Count easier. 
Please note that this feature is supported in EFI DMI 14.1.3.8 or later. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13479 The system now logs out employees when receiving intermittent logout 
messages and subsequent transaction messages. 

27.10-1 

PACE-13480 The system now sends job plans to Auto-Count when you change the 
job admin status to one with the Auto-Count OK option enabled. 

27.10-1 

PACE-19005 You can now change the status of a job part to one in which the Auto 
Count Ok field is unchecked without error. 

27.10-1 
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PaceConnect-Digital StoreFront 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17403 The system now displays the correct job part description from DSF for 
finished goods items in EFI Pace. 

27.10-643 

PACE-19935 When you place an order in DSF, the system now creates a 
corresponding job in EFI Pace without error. 

27.10-623 

PACE-13430 If you do not enter a unit weight in EFI Pace, the system no longer 
sends this info to DSF via the CatalogUpdate request XML. 

27.10-451 

PACE-17717 The DSF PaceConnect now displays the field names instead of IDs. 27.10-340 

PACE-17735 The CatalogUpdateRequest is now visible in the XML and you can 
verify the contact in the company address book in DSF. 

27.10-323 

PACE-17565 The system now changes the job status to "Shipped," when applicable. 27.10-285 

PACE-13019 If a buyer enter more than 64 characters for the name of a DSF print 
job, the DSF PaceConnect record in EFI Pace now displays a warning 
message when creating the job in EFI Pace. 

27.10-265 

PACE-17412 The system now displays the correct quantity ordered when DSF sends 
an order to EFI Pace. 

27.10-260 

PACE-9753 The DSF PaceConnect log no longer displays a "job material planned 
qty" error when the job material includes the appropriate information. 

27.10-124 

PACE-12779 DSF now displays the correct dimensions (length, width & height) of an 
EFI Pace inventory item. 

27.10-53 

 

PaceConnect-Metrix 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19278 When you convert an estimate calculated with Metrix that results in 
ganged parts, the system displays the corresponding job part press 
form for each of the resulting job parts. 

27.10-598 

PACE-11224 The system now creates job costs and job plan records on Job Part 
records based on the printing part. For example, if an estimate includes 
two parts with three signatures each, and printing on 2up forms, the 
most economical option is to print two of the part 1 forms together, two 
of the part 2 forms together, and a gang form with one signature from 
each.  When you convert this estimate to a job, the system produces 
three job part press forms, and now includes paper, ink, plate, and 
costing information on the job part that includes the job part press 
forms. Please note that this enhancement does not include prepress. 

27.10-474 

PACE-13995 When you click the [Metrix] button on a job, the system no longer 
displays an unfortunate occurrence error message. 

27.10-182 

PACE-19001 The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer Error" message when 
you gang a job, even if the Metrix PaceConnect is inactive. 

27.10-1 
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PaceConnect-Printable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-11422 The Printable Job Importer WS PaceConnect record now properly 
creates multiple job shipments, even if the shipping methods are 
different. 

27.10-305 

 

PaceStation 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-12946 The system now downloads inquiry spreadsheets faster, and all Sum 
type XPath calculated fields are now optimized to execute faster. 

27.10-1 

Payroll 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-6360 The system now correctly calculates weekly overtime when you check 
the box in the Hours Worked field on the Pay Type record. 

27.10-24 

 

Price List Quoting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18509 The system no longer displays an "invalid" error when you convert a 
price list quote to a job. 

27.10-1 

PACE-18146 The system now correctly updates the job part items when you 
reconvert a quote to a job. 

27.10-1 

 

Purchasing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19109 The system now calculates tax when you update taxable fields of an 
existing Purchase Order Line Item. 

27.10-543 

PACE-18461 The system no longer produces an error message when you add line 
items. 

27.10-502 

PACE-18279 The Job Material Add page now displays only one Vendor field. 27.10-456 

PACE-18057 The [Create New PO] button now appears on the Job Material Detail 
page. 

27.10-377 

PACE-12744 When creating a purchase order line for an inventory item with no 
override PO price, the system now uses the pricing from the job 
material or buyout. 

27.10-311 

PACE-17608 You can now add a second purchase order line for the same inventory 
item. 

27.10-272 

PACE-13586 When you change the value in any field in the results lines on the Auto 
Create PO page, the system no longer displays an error. 

27.10-215 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17231 When you create a purchase order line, the system now displays an 
error message if you click [Add] without entering a value in the UOM 
field. 

27.10-205 

 

Radius Portal 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17385 You can now translate content using the normal import/export 
translation tools (under Administration > System Configuration > User 
Interface > User Translations). 

27.10-342 

PACE-14026 The Order Status field now properly displays the order status on the 
Call Off Order Detail page. 

27.10-270 

PACE-17221 The Show Grid filter check box now functions properly on the Item List 
page. 

27.10-228 

 

Reporting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17604 The system now successfully generates the PLQ Quote Letter 
(pacequote-quote-letter.rpt). 

27.10-282 

PACE-12873 The system now displays embedded PDF and SVG images within 
custom report files (.rpt) when you set up using Crystal Clear version 
13.0. (Report@CrystalClearVersion = '13.0') 

27.10-255 

 

Upgrade 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18092 The system now displays German translations in the Description field, 
as applicable. 

27.10-1 
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System Specifications 

Hardware and Software 

For details of the EFI Pace system requirements, please refer to the following: 

 EFI Pace Physical Appliance Upgrade Guide, distributed with your EFI Pace physical appliance server 
(if applicable.) 

 EFI Pace Virtual Appliance Upgrade And Operating System Update Guide, provided if your EFI Pace 
system uses a virtual machine (VM). 

 EFI Pace System Requirements page on the EFI web site. 

 Introduction to EFI Pace Reference Guide, located in the EFI Pace Online Help system. 

PaceConnect Integrations 

EFI Pace v27.10 is integrated with Digital StoreFront 8.0.0.21261. Be sure to install the version supported for EFI 
Pace v27.10 and follow the specific installation instructions for DSF. Refer to the “Integrated EFI products 
certified for use with EFI Pace” topic in the Online Help system for a list of all EFI products and versions currently 
certified for use with EFI Pace. 

Third-Party Integrations 

EFI Pace v27.10 is also integrated with the UPS WorldShip 2015 18.0.30 third-party product. 

  

http://w3.efi.com/MIS_ERP/Print-MIS-ERP-Software/EFI-Pace/client-support-helpdesk/system-requirements
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Database Changes 

You should run the Version Compare Tool in the EFI Pace Admin Console before you upgrade your EFI Pace 
system. This tool enables you to view all the changes made to the database in EFI Pace version 27.10 since 
your last upgrade. Because these changes may affect custom jobs or reports in your system, you should check 
and modify any customizations as necessary to match the new database schema. 

To compare versions of EFI Pace, do all of the following: 

1 Navigate to the EFI Pace Admin Console main page and click on the Customization Tools tab, then 
click Version Comparison Tool.  

Tip: Refer to the Admin Console guide in the EFI Pace Online Help system for information on how to log into the 
EFI Pace Admin Console and additional details. 

The New Version Compare Tool page appears. 

2 Do all of the following: 

 In the Current Version field, select your current version of EFI Pace. 

 In the Version Upgrading To field, select the version of EFI Pace to which you want to upgrade. 

 Click [Get Differences]. 

The New Version Compare Tool page refreshes, with a list of differences between the two version of 
EFI Pace that you selected, including new, modified, and removed fields and objects. 


